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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/17/2024

Description 2024 Highland Ridge RV Roamer 364BHS, Highland Ridge RV Roamer fifth wheel
364BHS highlights: Rear Private Bunkhouse Kitchen Island Dual Entry Bathroom
Front Private Bedroom Outside Kitchen Triple Slides You won't believe all that this
fifth wheel has to offer! From the rear private bunkhouse with a bunk bed above a
bottom bed and a half bathroom, to the front private bedroom with a queen bed
that has a power base, a wardrobe slide, and an entrance into the dual entry
bathroom. There is even a wardrobe with washer and dryer prep. If you need to
get some work done while you're at the campsite, grab a snack from the large
pantry and sit at the desk. The chef can prepare their best meals either indoors
with the three burner cooktop or breathe in some fresh air while cooking at the
outside kitchen. There is even a BBQ hookup and outside TV hookup area
underneath the two power awnings. Enjoy your meals and play card games at the
mega lounge with two tables while a fire roars in the electric fireplace or a movie
plays on the 39" Smart HDTV! Each one of these Highland Ridge RV Roamer fifth
wheels were built for the long haul! They have a TuffShell vacuum bonded
laminated construction that is reinforced with heavy-duty fiberglass and welded
aluminum frames, plus a PVC roofing membrane. Experience more interior space
with a 100" wide body frame and an ACCU-SLIDE slide system with a 42" deep
four corner compression and are flush to the residential vinyl flooring to prevent
tripping. The mandatory Four Season package lets you camp all year round with a
heated and enclosed underbelly, a high performance furnace, and a R-9 block
foam insulation in the sidewalls. You can control your unit at the touch of a finger
with the TravelLINK smart RV system that has Bluetooth control of the awnings,
lighting, slides, heating, cooling, and more. Come find the right one for you today!

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 300879
VIN Number: 35438-300879
Condition: New
Length: 39
GVW: 13500
Sleeps: 8
Slideouts: 3

0 mi
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